DIGITAL INFRA AT A CROSSROADS IN ASIA

There is a lot, and we mean a lot, talked and written about the future of digital infrastructure in Asia. With good reason, the fundamentals driving growth are staggering. By DON STOKES, partner Singapore office, and KIERAN DONOVAN, partner Hong Kong office, LATHAM & WATKINS.

Asia will have three billion mobile subscribers within a couple of years, and demand for data in China alone climbed by 500% between 2015 and 2020 to 181m terabytes. Tech firms and telcos are rushing to provide related support services to meet this boom – the hyperscale cloud market, for example, is projected to quadruple over the next five years. Demand expansion is projected to be supported by an equally robust rise in the supply of digital infrastructure in the region. The total supply of traditional towers and small cells is forecast to rise by more than 30% between 2022 and 2031, and the supply of data centres and related infrastructure will increase at multiples of that. Real estate consulting firms expect the size of this asset class to double by 2025 compared with 2020, with markets such as India experiencing growth of close to 100% in a span of six months.

For some investors, the digital infrastructure (DI) space represents a very attractive landscape. However, the barriers to entry are high, both in terms of capital commitments and required specialised sector knowledge. In this article, we look at three primary trends that will shape the sector (but not exclusively) in the coming years.

CUSTOMERS DEMANDING NET ZERO SOLUTIONS

Money talks. And the ultimate bulk revenue-generating customers of DI capability – big tech, hyperscalers and telcos – have made it clear that they expect DI service providers to facilitate their carbon-neutral business imperatives.

In practice, this primarily means providing or sourcing primary and back-up power that is truly renewable. However, it also extends to the rest of the supply chain, such as eco-friendly design and building techniques, the use of fossil free steel (in towers for example), implementation of safeguarding in land procurement, and other energy efficiency innovations (liquid cooling, battery and fuel cell storage for secondary supply, etc). In the US, significant strides have already been taken to achieve carbon-neutral business imperatives – the average DC power unit efficiency measure climbed from 2.5 in 2007 to 159 in 2020 – but Asia remains a long way behind. There are two main reasons for this lag. First, until recently, renewable energy was more expensive than power from, say, gas-fired sources and under pressure procurement teams tend to prioritise cost control over their boards of directors’ ESG aspirations.

Second, the regulatory environment of most Asian countries does not facilitate or encourage direct power purchase agreements (DPPAs), which is a necessary structural feature for DI operations to source renewable energy. However, there are signs that this lack of facilitation and encouragement is being addressed. For example, Taiwan now has a burgeoning renewable DPPA market, due to the mega offshore wind projects coming into operation.

Elsewhere, Vietnam recently initiated a DPPA pilot programme that, while not flawless – the generated electricity must be sold to EVN then to customers, and the programme is capped at 1,000MW – is certainly a step in the right direction. In addition, the Philippines has significant baseload renewable energy through its geothermal capacity that can be “captive” to DI operators, but few other countries in South and South-East Asia allow for DPPAs.

Some DCs and towercos take power from the grid and buy carbon offsets or obtain a confirmation from the utility that “their power” comes from renewable sources. In more developed regions, hyperscalers will not accept this approach and require true carbon-neutral solutions. We’re not at that point in Asia yet, but it will come – demand from customers and telcos will mean it’s inevitable. The DI operators that can deliver will have a significant competitive advantage.

One platform looking to deliver on this demand is Evolution DC. Its co-founder Ed Martin-Sperry remarks “By our estimates, the total carbon emissions resulting from operating a typical 40MW DC in Southeast Asia are a massive 500kt of CO2 per annum. This can be reduced by around 30% using sustainable design and processes, while eliminating the remaining 70% would rely on renewable power. In this region, the impact of renewables is amplified given many of the national grids are predominately fossil-fuel based, and the challenge of accessing renewable power is predominately a regulatory one. Our ambition at Evolution is to use renewable power in markets where it’s available today and to plot a path towards using renewables in markets where it’s not.”

A RISE IN DATA LOCALISATION REQUIREMENTS

It’s official, apparently, the age of globalisation is over. Any regulatory specialist will tell you that there is a palpable trend towards countries putting in place protectionist regulation, often driven by national security.
How does this trend impact the DI sector? Certain jurisdictions have introduced or are considering imposing a legal obligation on companies to store some or all of their data in infrastructure that is located onshore, ostensibly driven by privacy (and national security).

Typically, these laws fall into two categories: direct — ie, the law specifically requires that particular data be stored in a local server — or indirect, ie, the law doesn’t specifically require localisation, but the effect of other legal restrictions means that in practice a company probably needs to store data locally. A popular rationale for these rules is that they enable a regulatory authority to more easily audit compliance and, therefore, better protect the underlying data.

China’s recently revamped data storage regulatory suite is a sign of the times. The Cybersecurity Law, Data Security Law and Personal Information Protection Law together impose localisation and restrictions on certain transfers of data. “Important data” must be stored in mainland China, and companies that process data in excess of certain thresholds or of certain types are required to undergo a cybersecurity assessment prior to transferring that data outside of mainland China. The effect of the latter is that it requires, at the very least, temporary storage in infrastructure located onshore.

Since April 2018, India has required that data related to payment systems be stored only in India, and is considering a draft personal data protection bill (PDP Bill) that would extend the same requirement to critical personal data, while requiring that a copy of sensitive personal data be stored locally. India has more recently proposed regulation to restrict the transfer of non-personal data, which would extend the localisation rules in the PDP Bill to any data derived from that personal data, even if anonymised or aggregated.

Vietnam’s Cybersecurity Law requires foreign enterprises providing certain telecommunications, internet or other value-added services processing personal data, to store that data in Vietnam and set up a branch or representative office in-country. Vietnam has taken a similar approach to India, introducing a proposal to extend the localisation requirement to all processors of personal data and establishing a regulatory framework for enforcement.

Other markets that have already introduced or are considering similar localisation rules include Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Saudi Arabia, Russia, Uzbekistan and the United Arab Emirates.

DC operators are not responsible for compliance with these regulations — it would be unreasonable for them to be expected to track and monitor where data is stored. However, these regulations will lead to significant data localisation and restrictions on certain tenors limited to five to seven years with bullet repayment and an expected equity debt ratio of as much as 50%-60%, and tenors limited to five to seven years with bullet repayment and a certain dependency on location of facility.

That is, however, changing and international lenders are increasingly responding to clients’ requests for alternative structures, including non-recourse project finance to fund construction of DCs and tower portfolios.

Seth Tan, managing director and head of infrastructure and development finance at SMBC, indicated that “…the need for digital infrastructure remains very huge, but we’re seeing more competition hence more aggressive terms. Quality sponsors with projects in high digital demand locations and with strong anchor tenants and contracts may take advantage of limited or non-recourse financing to use a de-risked approach to maximise gearing and tenor and thereby improve on their IRR…”

In the case of project finance, lenders will expect to see a creditworthy anchor tenant for the facility signed up on
a committed, long-term basis – a purported “build it and they will come” approach will not wash for lenders if a developer wants construction period financing.

Other important elements include scale and completion of all permitting and licensing processes before the lenders will consider a project. Even then, some markets (including those with the data localisation requirements mentioned above) will struggle to attract non-recourse financing in the near-term and the build-out of additional capacity in those countries is perhaps more likely to be funded with equity that will be taken out later by debt.
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